
ENGLISH NEWSLETTER MOVIE 

Worldwide digital release:  
"Dialogue Earth", documentary by Hank Levine 

can be seen through the Cologne based TVoD / Video on Demand platform Kino on 
Demand (KoD) www.kino-on-demand.com The booking details further below.  

 
Due to the Pandemic the cinemas will unfortunately remain closed until further 
notice and we have therefore anticipated the movies digital distribution and 
moved its theatrical release in German cinemas – including the ones listed 
below – to a later date yet to be confirmed.  
 

Just in time for the 50th anniversary of International Earth Day,on April 22, 2020, 
our film can be seen worldwide through cinema on demand. 

We will participate with Dialogue Earth and Ulrike’s One World Painting created 
during the making of the film. In the One World Painting Ulrike unites for the very first 
time in one painting earth colors from all the places she has visited over the past 40 
years, to create a visual expression of the diversity of the continents and their 
peoples, as an articulation of unity, equality, peace and harmony.  Her statement for 
the preservation and protection of our unique planet Earth. 

2 minutes Movie Trailer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQnkEwgCfco&feature=emb_title  
 
www.ulrikearnold.com 

 

DIALOGUE EARTH  

Synopsis 

Featuring incredible photography of spellbinding landscapes and a soundtrack by the Oscar nominated 
artist Volker Bertelmann aka Hauschka. Dialogue Earth offers a moving portrait of Ulrike Arnold who 
paints with earth and meteorites from remote areas all around the world, and now travels through 
archaic, mystical landscapes in the American Southwest, especially the wilderness of southern Utah. Her 
encounters with old friends, farewells to others who have passed away and the spirituality that Eli Secody 
of the Navajo Tribe finds in her paintings, lead us to contemplate her legacy and why her upbringing has 
led her to undergo a lifelong journey of seeking. The day she exhibits her work at White Pocket in the 
Vermilion Cliffs Wilderness, Trump announces his executive order permitting the dismantlement of 
national monuments, to open up more federal land for exploitation. Visiting the US-Mexican border with 
artist friend Peter Young, she reveals her plans for her next work: the One World Painting, bringing 
together all of the earth she has been collecting over the past four decades from all over the globe, as a 
statement to preserve our unique planet and as an articulation of unity, equality, peace and harmony. 
“It comes from within the Earth, spreads out to the Sun and continues on into space” – Eli Secody.   

The 78-minute film is in six languages, six subtitled versions:Italian, French, Portuguese, 
Spanish, English or German. The spoken languages in the film are English and German.  

http://www.kino-on-demand.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQnkEwgCfco&feature=emb_title
http://www.ulrikearnold.com/


 

To book Dialogue Earth for 48 hours: 
please go to the Kino On Demand website www.kino-on-demand.com and register for 
free. The instructions are available only in German, therefore following some explanations. It’s 
very user friendly.                                                                                                                              
Select “Alle Filme” (All Films) and then under “Suchen” ("Search") enter the film title Dialogue 
Earth and you will be taken directly to the movie’s page. Alternatively you locate our Ulrike 
Arnold portrait by selecting under Filmkollektionen (Film Collections) - the section “Starke 
Frauen” (Strong Women) – together with Amy Winehouse, Vivian Maier, Vivienne Westwood 
and other icons of the art world – our film Dialogue Earth.  

There, on our film page, under „Wähle das Kino aus, bei dem du diesen Film leihen 
möchtest” ("Choose the cinema where you would like to rent this film") enter the name of a 
cinema you want to support, a cinema of your choice from the list or one of our partner cinemas 
that will exhibit Dialogue Earth at a later date, such as 

 Filmkunstkinos Düsseldorf 

or Lichtblick Berlin 

After you have chosen the cinema you go right below to “Bei diesem Kino für € 11,99.- 
ausleihen” ("Rent at this cinema for € 11,99.-") and pay by credit card, Paypal or direct debit or 

with cinema voucher. Please promote our movie, tell your friends and colleagues.  

Contact:Hank Levine  +34-722-383-352  hanklevine@mac.com// © All rights 
reserved 2019 Hank Levine Film & Music GmbH 
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